Complementary variational principles associated with the boundaryvalue problem for stresses in close-coiled helical springs are presented. An accurate variational solution is obtained for an illustrative problem.
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arises in the theory of stresses in close-coiled helical springs [1] . Here 4> is the stress function, V is the circular region x + y2 < a2, a being the radius of a cross-section of the ring, dV is the boundary of V, and R (> a) is the radius of the helical coil. Timoshenko [1] showed how to solve this problem by successive approximations using the fact that a/R < 1. He obtained
Variational methods provide an alternative means of solving certain boundary-value problems, and in this paper we show how the theory of complementary variational principles [2] can be used to find an accurate variational solution of (1) and (2) .
To obtain variational principles associated with boundary value problem in (1) and (2), we rewrite (1) in canonical form:
where T = grad, T* = -(R -x)3 div {(R -a;)-3}, T* being the formal adjoint of T with respect to the inner product (</>, \p) = fv 4>^{R -x)~3 dxdy. Following the general procedure for canonical equations [2] , we are led to the functionals 
Then it can readily be shown that these functionals are stationary at the exact solution 4> of the boundary-value problem in (1) and (2). In addition, the global complementary variational principles
hold, equality arising when 4> and ^ are equal to <j>. For approximate variational solutions $ an estimate of the error is available from the error bound [3] II* -*||l. < E(*),
where ||^||l> is the L2 norm {JV \p2(R -x)~3 dxdy }l/2, and
Here A is a lower bound to the lowest eigenvalue of the problem L6 = \6 in F,
the operator L being defined by Eq. (10). We have performed calculations of the complementary functionals in the case a = 1, R = 10. As trial functions we took
which satisfies the condition (8), and
which satisfies the constraint (10). The parameters an , bn , Ci and c2 were found by optimizing J and G. To estimate the error in $ from (13) we require A, which for this case can be taken as
and the results including an error bound are given in Table 1 . From these results we see that the variational solution $ is quite accurate. Using (3) and (16) One advantage of the variational approach is that it is not restricted, as the perturbation solution (3) is, to very small values of the parameter a/R.
For an alternate analytical solution of this problem see the paper by Freiberger [4] ,
